We examine herein the golden plaque identified in the looted Sarmatian grave identified at Dunaharaszti. On its surface are rendered three wolves (?) running left and a tamga, all in relief. The tamga is in the shape of two adjoining volutes. The loops are waving inward on the first, and outward on the second. The symbol is believed similar to that ascribed to king Farzoios for whom Olbia struck golden coin grosso modo by the end of AD the 50'ies
T he research carried out over the time resulted in several studies discussing various aspects related to the Sarmatian inhabitancy of the Great Hungarian Plain in the course of four centuries. Nevertheless, currently, even though it seems odd, there is no consensus over the start period of the entry and effective settlement of the Sarmatians in this geographical area Archaeological finds also evidence that the Iazygian remains of the Great Hungarian Plain are no older than the 1 For all views and discussions over time see BÂRCĂ 2014, 35-38 with complete bibliography. 2 In the Hungarian specialty literature, the view that the mention of the Sarmatian Iayzges in the area between the Danube and the Tisza in the ancient literary sources dates to an earlier period than the related archaeological remains is predominant. 3 For the accounts of the ancient written sources referencing the location of the Sarmatian tribes by the end of the 1st century BC -early 2nd century AD see BÂRCĂ 2006, 243-262; BÂRCĂ 2013; BÂRCĂ 2014, 50-52; BÂRCĂ/ SYMONENKO 2009, 344-364 . See the information from the decree honouring Mokaporis, son to Auluporis, strategos of king Rhoemetalces I (12 BC -CE 12), discovered following the excavations in the temple of the Pontic Mother of Gods at Dionysopolis, mentioning a military campaign to the left of the Danube directed against the Iayzges ( LAZARENKO/ MIRCHEVA/ENCHEVA/SHARANKOV 2010, 36; MATEI-POPESCU 2014, 176 ) . Although the Romans are not referred to by name in connection to this military campaign, it may be in fact, as well noted by F. Matei-Popescu (MATEI-POPESCU 2014, 176) , that campaign carried out by Cnaeus Cornelius Lentulus against the Sarmatians recorded by Florus. F. MateiPopescu's argument is that a military campaign past the Danube under Augustus was impossible without Roman involvement. It is though certain that the information in the inscription at Dionysopolis further confirms that the Lower Danube region was in Lentulus's action range (MATEI-POPESCU 2014, 176) , but also that the Sarmatian Iayzges inhabited the territories north the Danube mouths, as confirmed by both ancient written sources and arcaheological finds. 4 Cf. ISHTVANOVICH/KUL 'CHAR 2000, 208; ISHTVANOVICH/ KUL'CHAR 2005, 335; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2006, 203-210; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2017, 183-191 . Among the invoked arguments, counts the report of Aurelius Victor, a late Roman date author, who in a passage (II, 9) (FHDP II, (26) (27) . Alas, no other ancient source mentions the supposed battles under Tiberius.
second half of the 1st century AD and that finds including objects with more accurate dating belong to the end of the 1st century AD, and in some cases even the end of the 1st century AD and early 2nd century AD 5 , as confirmed in fact, by more recent archaeological finds 6 . Furthermore, the artefacts in these finds evidence they formed part of female graves from the wealthy class of the Sarmatian society part of the group of Sarmatians arriving in the Great Hungarian Plain from the north-west Pontic territories sometime in the second half of the 1st century AD, likely, its end.
These archaeological facts, confirmed by the ancient written sources, evidence that the first Iazyges emerged in the northern part of the territory between the Danube and Tisza likely around AD 50, if not precisely in AD 50, during the events from regnum Vannianum.
The arrival of the first group of Sarmatians in the Great Hungarian Plain, who played a secondary role in the area, was most likely followed, until the end of the 70'ies -early 80'ies of the 1st century AD by other few entry waves of the Sarmatians in the area between the Danube and Tisza. The movement of the "main" Iazygian tribe in the northern part of the Tisza-Danube interfluve occurred most likely as a result of the pressure of the new Sarmatian tribes (Aorsi, Alani) arriving from the east in the north and north-west Pontic area starting with mid 1st century AD
7
. A secondary cause with a small contribution in the departure of the main Iazygian tribe from the north-west Pontic area might have been the tense political and military circumstances in this region and the new border policy by the Lower Danube of emperor Vespasian, resulted in the setting up of a more clear division line on the Danube, between Moesia and the Barbaricum, which led to enhanced control of the north-Danubian "security space". Also, it may not be excluded that in the "complete" displacement of the Iagyges in the TiszaDanube interfluve a secondary role was played by the Romans, who, given the Vannius episode and the increased power of the Dacians, had encouraged from political and military reasons the settlement of the Iazyges in the area between the Danube and Tisza
8
. It is certain that in a first stage, they settled mainly 5 For the analysis of the early Sarmatian remains and their dating see KŐHEGYI 1984; SHCHUKIN 1989, 76-77; VADAY/ISTVÁNOVITS/ KULCSÁR 1989; SHCHUKIN 1994, 223-224; ISHTVANOVICH/KUL'CHAR 2005; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2006, 210-225; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2013; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2017, 191-214; BÂRCĂ 2014, 38-50, 52- for a short while from the Sarmatian group led by Farzoios and Inismeos. Lastly, it is not excluded that the plaque from Dunaharaszti indicates, beside a series of artefacts and elements from several archaeological finds, the presence within the wave of Sarmatians that entered the Great Hungarian Plain of individuals from the elites of the Sarmatians (Alani/Aorsi) who settled the north-west Pontic area starting with mid 1st century AD. This is possible, according to the author, should one keep in mind also that such elite might have been involved in the Iayzgian aristocracy from the north-west Pontic area. Regardless the facts, it is very likely that its representatives played an important role within this wave. Keywords: the Sarmatians, the Iazyges, the Alani, the Aorsi, tamgas, Farzoios, the Great Hungarian Plain, the north and north-west Pontic space the northern part of the region between the Danube and Tisza, as evidenced by the archaeological finds ascribed to the Sarmatian Iayzges, which cluster in said territory, yet also by the classical sources which record them in the period in the mentioned area or in connection with the northern border populaces.
The settlement of the Sarmatians in the Great Hungarian Plain occurred in several waves over the second half of the 1st century AD, as shown by a series of artefacts and elements of the archaeological finds 9 , only after the contacts with the new Sarmatian tribes (Aorsi, Siraces, Alani) arrived in the north and north-west Pontic space starting with mid 1st century AD. We believe that the said are confirmed by the golden plaque identified in a looted grave at Dunaharaszti 10 . The plaque is sized 16.6 x 1.5-1.7 cm and has the surface decorated with three wolves (?) running left and a tamga, all in relief ( Fig. 1/5 ; 2/1). In the north and north-west Pontic area, the tamgas were carried by this wave of Sarmatians arriving from the east 11 , they also being the ones to mostly contribute to their diffusion in the steppes of Eastern Europe 12 .
The tamga on this golden plaque is in shape of two adjoining volutes 13 . The first has loops waving inward and the second outward. The sign is identified as similar with the pattern of the tamgas ascribed to king Farzoios 14 for whom Olbia struck golden coin grosso modo by the end of the 50'ies -end of the 70'ies AD
15
. The tamgas of king Farzoios are mainly known from coins and are shaped as two half-circles set by the extremities and joined by a vertical line (Cf. KULCSÁR 2017, 243, Fig. 190. 11 For the elements, features and funerary furniture specific to the newcomers in the north and north-west of the Black Sea see SIMONENKO/ LOBAJ 1991; SIMONENKO 2000; SIMONENKO 2003; YATSENKO 1993; BÂRCĂ/SYMONENKO 2009; BÂRCĂ 2006; BÂRCĂ 2012; BÂRCĂ 2013 with complete bibliography). 12 For the origin of the tamgas, their chronology, emergence and distribution in the Sarmatian environment see YATSENKO 2001, 27-30, 31-44. 13 For main and secondary functions of the tamgas see OL 'KHOVSKIJ 2001; YATSENKO 2001, 14-15; VORONYATOV 2009. 14 ISHTVANOVICH/KUL 'CHAR 1998, 11, 14; ISTVÁNOVITS/ KULCSÁR 2006a, 177-178, 186; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2014, 222-223; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2017, 244-246. 15 On the obverse of the golden coins appears the face of Farzoios and inscription ΒAΣIΛEΩΣ ΦAΡZOIOY, and on the reverse the eagle with a tamga in the claws and letters OΛ, to which adds the monogram of the archontes (Cf. KARYSHKOVS 'KYJ 1971, 79-84; KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982, 66-82; KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982a, 6-28; KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1988, 108-115, 119; ANOKHIN 1989, 64-70; ANOKHIN 2011, 94-97, cat. no. 585-594) . For the analysis of the tamgas ascribed to Farzoios and their diffusion see YATSENKO 2001, 48-49. 16 The silver coins minted for Inismeos had on the obverse the king's face, the tamga symbol and inscription ΒAΣIΛEΩΣ INENΣIMEΩΣ or ΒAΣIΛEΩΣ INICMEΩΣ, and on the reverse the head of Apollo or the city goddess, bow, dolphin, the monogram of the archontes and the circular inscription OΛBIOΠOΛEITEΩN (Cf. KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982, 66-82; KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982a, 6-28; ANOKHIN 1989, 70; ANOKHIN 2011, 96-97, cat. no. 595-596) . For the analysis of the tamgas for Inismeos see YATSENKO 2001, 49-50. Views concerning the origin of the two kings to a specific Sarmatian groups are divided, they being believed by the scholars as Aorsi LOBAJ 1991, 74, 75; SIMONENKO 1992, 158 sqq.; KRAPIVINA 1993, 146-147; VINOGRADOV 1994, 167-169; ZUBAR' 1994, 218-222; YATSENKO 2001 , 48-49. 18 RUSYAEVA 1989 RUSYAEVA 1995 , 24-36. 19 SKRIPKIN 1996 DZIGOVSKIJ 2003, 93-101; ISHTVANOVICH/ KUL'CHAR 1998 11, 14; ISHTVANOVICH/KUL'CHAR 2010, 155; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2006a 178, 186; VORONYATOV 2013, 155-156; VORONYATOV 2015, 33, 37 . With the Alanic origin also agrees A. V. Simonenko (SIMONENKO 2010, 394-399) . 20 SHCHUKIN 1992, 120-121; SHCHUKIN 1995, 177; BÂRCĂ 1997, 974; SIMONENKO 1999a, 316; BÂRCĂ/SYMONENKO 2009, 352. 21 Cf. KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982, 76, 79; KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1988, 108-115 ; see also SIMONENKO/LOBAJ 1991, 70-75. 22 SIMONENKO/LOBAJ 1991, 70-75; SIMONENKO 1992, 151 sqq.; VINOGRADOV 1994, 168, note 98; BÂRCĂ 1997, 966 sqq.; BÂRCĂ 2006, 258 sqq.; BÂRCĂ 2013. 23 VORONYATOV 2013, 151 sqq., Fig. 1 . Given the historical and archaeological facts in this region, it is very likely that kings Farzoios and Inismeos did not rule over the entire north-west Pontic territory between the Dnieper and the Prut, nor they controlled and entirely subdue the Sarmatian groups or indigenous populations in said area. Very likely, as argued recently, the nature of the dependence of these groups and populations to the kingdom of Farzoios was different (VORONYATOV 2013, 151) . 24 For a complex analysis of all aspects related to Farzoios and Inismeos and the expressed views over time see BÂRCĂ 2013; BÂRCĂ 2014a. 25 Cf. KARYSHKOVS 'KYJ 1971, 83; ANOKHIN 1989, 70; SIMONENKO/ LOBAJ 1991, 68-69 . A. V. Simonenko does not exclude that Inismeos had even been the son of Farzoios, yet doubted by S. A. Yatsenko (YATSENKO 2001, 49-50) . 26 For the arrival and settling of new Sarmatian tribes in the north-west of the Black Sea, notable in the ancient literary and epigraphic sources see BÂRCĂ 2006, 244-262; BÂRCĂ 2013; BÂRCĂ/SYMONENKO 2009, 348-364. 27 We wish to mention, as elsewhere (Cf. BÂRCĂ/SYMONENKO 2009; BÂRCĂ 2006; BÂRCĂ 2013; BÂRCĂ 2015) , that in the current state of knowledge, the graves with obvious eastern features from the north and north-west Pontic area dating between mid 1st century AD -early 2nd century AD are mostly Alanic. Even more, it is most certain that Chinese (SIMONENKO 2003, 45-65) and central-Asian origin pieces (YATSENKO 1993, 60-72) emerged with the Sarmatians, those in the north and northwest Pontic area included, once with the arrival of the Alani who used these artefacts a long time ago prior reaching these territories. 28 For the graves of the early Alanic aristocracy in the north-west Pontic area like those at Kovalevka (Sokolova Mogila), Troyany, Gordeevka, Severinovka, Pisarevka, Porogi, Kozyrka, Vesnyanoe, Cazaclia (T 10 G 1), Olănești (T 4 G 4), Hruşca, Mocra (T 2 G 2), Mikhajlovka (T 3 G 3) etc. see KOVPANENKO 1986, 66-72, 127, Fig. 70-73; GROSU 1986; GROSU 1990, 53, 92, Fig. 16D ; SUBBOTIN/DZIGOVSKIJ 1990, 19-21, Fig. 15/10-16, 16/1-9; SIMONENKO/ LOBAJ 1991; SIMONENKO 1997, 389-407; SIMONENKO 2008, 71, 73-76, 78-79, Pl. 85-87, 100-111, 118-119, 126-129, 131-133; SIMONENKO/ MEL'NIK 2004 , 269-280, KASHUBA/KURCHATOV/SHCHERBAKOVA 2001 -2002 ; AGULNICOV/BUBULICI objects with tamgas specific to these kings 29 . In fact, in the current state of knowledge, there is insufficient information to accurately establish the origin to a specific Sarmatian tribe of Farzoios and Inismeos, however, it is very possible they were the leaders of a heterogeneous Sarmatian group from the north-west Pontic area in which an important role was played by the Alanii
30
. Regardless the constituents of this group, it is certain that Farzoios and Inismeos played an important role in the history of this town in the second half of the 1st century AD.
Returning to the symbol on the plaque from Dunaharaszti, it is identified in older or more recent publications with the tamga ascribed to king Farzoios 31 (Cf. . The grave at Porogi dates to the second half/last quarter of the 1st century AD and that at Kobyakovo sometime in the second half/end of the 1st century -early 2nd century AD. Another analogy invoked by E. Istvánovits and V. Kulcsár is that on the coins of chiefs from the Kushan empire 35 (Cf. Fig. 8 ). Upon a careful analysis of said parallels, one may note they differ much from the symbol on the plaque at Dunaharaszti ( Fig.  1/5 ; 2/1; 5/8; 9/3). In the case of the tamgas from Porogi, invoked by E. Istvánovits and V. Kulcsár as analogies, it must be mentioned they are not of the type ascribed to king Farzoios (see 'KYJ 1993, 74-75, 201, Fig. 33, 36/4-5, 37/2, 6, 8, 38, 43/1-6; BÂRCĂ 2006, 300-302, 319-320, 329-330, 331-334, 348-353, Fig. 41-43, 65, 75-77, 79-81, 97- Cf. SHCHUKIN 1982, 36; SHCHUKIN 1989a, 43; KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982; GROSU 1986; SIMONENKO/LOBAJ 1991, 62-75; SIMONENKO 1992 , 161. 30 BÂRCĂ 2014 . Given the ancient authors' reports and the archaeological facts, one may assume with certainty that the Alani who reached the territories north and north-west Potnic after mid 1st century AD were a very strong military group. Also, it is very likely that this group of Alani had imposed in a very short time the political control over other Sarmatians in the region. Cf. KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982, 66-82; KARYSHKOVSKIJ 1982a, 6-28; ANOKHIN 1989, 70; ANOKHIN 2011, 96-97, cat. no. 595-596. half-circles placed by extremities and joined by a vertical line with a circle in the central part 37 . The tamgas on the golden leaf from T 10 G 1 at Kobyakovo have nothing in common with the symbol from Dunaharaszti (Fig. 5/23 ). They have by one extremity a volute and by the other end a symbol in the shape of running legs, the two being joined by a vertical line. Ascribing the symbol on the plaque from Dunaharaszti to king Farzoios seems farfetched since it has the shape of two adjoining volutes, the first with loops waving inwards and the second outwards. In the monograph dedicated to the tamgas from 2001, S. A. Yatsenko indicated clearly the tamgas which belong to kings Farzoios and Inismeos, those related included 38 . The same author explains also the main patterns for the creation of new tamgas 39 . Last but not least, one should mention that the tamgas with certain deviations from those on the coins of Farzoios are believed to belong most likely to other individuals 40 , from the group lead by this king or from a group of Sarmatins under the control of the kingdom of Farzoios.
The tamga on the golden plaque from Dunaharaszti has an identical parallel among the tamgas from the study of N. Moroșan 41 ( Fig. 9/1 ). Accordingly, the symbol is rendered on a Byzantine funerary stone 42 . It is also found in the book dedicated to the tamgas from the north of the Black Sea of V. S. Drachuk, who however mentions the findspot of the piece depicting the symbol is unknown 43 (Fig. 9/2 ). Other few tamgas slightly different from that at Dunaharaszti are found on the marble lion no.2 from Olbia 44 ( Fig. 9/4 ; 10), the limestone stela from Krivoj Rog 45 (Fig. 11) , wooden harp from a Sarmatian grave from Kozyrka 46 ( Fig. 12/25 ; 13/1-36), the limestone plaque from Panticapaeum 47 ( Fig. 14/1 -2) and the golden bracelet from Olbia 48 ( Fig. 14/3 ). Given their appearance it is likley the symbol from Dunaharaszti to derives from these tamgas. Some of these symbols are specific, as well noted by S. A. Yatsenko 49 , to the region right the Dnieper. In terms of their dating, it may be noted they are mainly specific to the period comprised between mid 1st century AD -mid 2nd century AD. Last but not least, in the north-Pontic area tamgas with parts similar with that at Dunaharaszti are many (in particular the volutes with 37 Compared to the tamgas ascribed to king Farzoios, those of king Inismeos are much more numerous, being found on several artefact classes, including in the Geto-Dacian environment (BABEȘ 1999, 223, 225, Fig. 1 Fig. 11 . 45 Cf. SOLOMONIK 1959, 98, 168, nr. 70; YATSENKO 2001, 68-69, Fig. 12 loops waving inwards), yet these, as shown above, cannot be deemed analogies.
At a careful examination of the tamgas from the Sarmatian environment of the Great Hungarian Plain it may be noted that the one from the plaque on Dunaharaszti is practically the single authentic symbol on a valuable piece from this area. Furthermore, it is noted that the tamgas from the Sarmatian Iazyges environment of the Great Hungarian Plain come from a series of finds spanning a period of ca. three centuries, while their number is insignificant. They are found on the single weights from Csongrád-Határút, G 11 50 ( Fig. 2/4 ; 5/9-12) and Nagyszénás-Vaskapu 51 ( Fig. 2/6 ; 5/14-15), on a small rectangular vessel from Gyula-Szeregyháza 52 ( Fig. 2/5 ; 5/13), on an astragal from Pit 23 (Site 133) at Gyoma-Ailer téglagyár 53 , on a disc mirror with a rectangular side pierced handle from Dunaújváros/Dunapentele 54 ( Fig.  2/2 ) and a disc mirror with pierced edge 55 ( Fig.2/3 ; 5/16) with unknown findspot to which adds that on a wheelthrown cup of grey fabric from Arad-Fabrica Teba Fig. 191/1 . It belongs to disc mirror types with thickened rim and side handle, rectangular and pierced. The outer part of these mirrors is decorated in relief with the representation of various patterns; most often, solar symbols or tamgas. The symbols in relief on the mirrors of the type are, according to the scholars, both ownership symbols, decorations, but especially religious symbols, while the mirrors themselves with tamgas fulfilled beside their primary function also a magical-apotropaic role. In the Sarmatian environment of the north-Pontic area, the great majority of the mirrors of the type come from graves that date to the second half of the 2nd -first half of the 3rd century AD (SIMONENKO 2004, 152; BÂRCĂ/SYMONENKO 2009, 246-249; BÂRCĂ 2015, 47 with complete bibliography). Some mirrors of the type are rarely found also in graves that date by mid and second half of the 3rd century AD (SIMONENKO 2004, 152; BÂRCĂ/SYMONENKO 2009, 247) . Fig. 191/2 . The early specimens of these mirrors were produced in workshops from northern Italy over the 1st century AD being very popular over the course of the entire century. It is not known for certain when their production ceased, yet there are cases when such mirrors were found also in 2nd century AD features (Cf. LLOYD-MORGAN 1980, 104, no. 7; LLOYD-MORGAN 1981, X, 49 sqq.; SHILOV 1972; TREJSTER 1991, 94) . In the north of the Black Sea, mirrors of the type emerge in the second half of the 1st century AD, the majority being discovered on the territory of the Bosporan Kingdom (TREJSTER 1991, 94, 97, 102, Fig. 4) . A few mirrors of the type come from Sarmatian graves from the Volga and Don area (SHILOV 1972, 261-264, Fig. 1-2; TREJSTER 1991, 94, 97, 102, Fig. 4; SKRIPKIN 1990, 97, Fig. 36/27 ) but also the late Scythian environment on the territory of Crimea (PUZDROVSKIJ 2007, 154, Fig. 127/10 ). The graves from the north-Pontic area where such mirrors were identified date mainly to the chronological time frame between the second half of the 1st century and first half of the 2nd century AD. In the Sarmatian environment of the Great Hungarian Plain, such mirrors were found in several graves (VADAY 1989, 126 , Pl. 9/1, 10/1, 113/7; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 1993, 13-14, type 3, Pl. I/3-4, Fig. 1/C) , part dating to the 2nd century AD. These facts indicate that in the Sarmatian environment artefacts of the type were still used for a long period after their production cease. 56 BUDIHALĂ 2012, 95, Pl. XVI/15. The cup was discovered together with other few complete and fragmentary vessels in a waste pit, investigated when a ditch was excavated in 1955 (Cf. DÖRNER 1968 . vessels from Timișoara-Cioreni 57 (Fig. 7/3 ), Sarkad-Kőrös-hát 58 and Kovačika
59
. Their surface is decorated with a series of geometric, vegetal, anthropomorphic, zoomorphic patterns, tamgas which may be interpreted as tamga type, all incised 60 . The small number of tamgas from the Iazygian environment further confirms they were used by a restricted circle of Sarmaian tribes, the Iazygians from the Great Hungarian Plain excluded 61 . Even more, the objects that exhibit these tamags from the Great Hungarian Plain evidence their use by women and that similarly in the environment of sedentary populaces, they are related to female subculture 62 . The circumstances in the Sarmatian environment of the Great Hungarian Plain furthermore evidence that the tamgas from the Germanic environment 63 (Fig. 15) were not adopted from the Iazyges, but reached the Germanic area subsequent to contacts and military conflicts with the Sarmatian world from the north-west Pontic region 'SKA 2012, 494-509. 64 Cf. VORONYATOV 2015 with all views and bibliography. For the conditions underlying the use of the tamgas of a clan by the representatives of other populaces see YATSENKO 2001, 22; YATSENKO/DOBZHAN'SKA 2012, 504) . 65 For all tamgas in the pre-Roman Dacian environment see BELDIMAN 1990, 139-151; BABEȘ 1999, 223 sqq.; BABEȘ 2005; BÂRCĂ 2002, 115-117, Fig. 15-16; BÂRCĂ 2002a, 70-80, Fig. 15-16; BERZOVAN/PĂDUREANU 2010, 57-66 . A wheel-thrown cup of fine fabric, reddish-brown, with tamga symbols on the belly comes from the 1898 excavtiosn at Pecica-Șanțul Mare (BUDIHALĂ 2012, 93, Pl. XIII/6 ). The vessel is unpublished and is housed in the collection of the Arad Museum Complex. 66 The settlement of the Sarmatians in the eastern-Carpathian area inhabited by the Geto-Dacian resulted in their cohabiting, and establishment of relations both economic and political-military, which led to alliances between the Geto-Dacians and the Sarmatians, recorded both by the written sources and Trajan's Column and the Trophy from Adamclisi. Evidently, neither the written sources not the archaeological finds suggest the massive and violent entry of the Sarmatians in the Geto-Dacian territory, but rather of groups of persons, subsequent to trading exchanges or mixed marriages, or of smaller or larger groups settled among the local communities. For further details on the relations between th Geto-Dacians and the Sarmarians over the 1st century AD see BÂRCĂ 2002; BÂRCĂ 2002a . 67 Cf. BELDIMAN 1990 . The presence of the tamgas in the environment of sedentary populaces outside the basic area of their use is evidence for the contacts between the representatives of the nomad and sedentary populations, We believe that the plaque at Dunaharaszti dates most likely to the second half of the 1st century AD, and it reached, the Great Hungarian Plain, as mentioned 68 , sometime towards the end of the 1st century AD (AD 80'ies) when there very likely occurred another Sarmatian migration in the region. The tamga on it evidences the presence in this area of the elites 69 and is, given the approximate reign period of king Farzoios, evidence that not those in the first wave had carried the plaque at Dunaharaszti to the Great Hungarian Plain
70
. Also, it confirms that the Sarmatians entered the area in a few waves over the second half of the 1st century AD, likely even its end. Based on the data supplied by the ancient written sources, which record for the period only the certain presence of the Iazyges in the Great Hungarian Plain, we may assume that part of those migrating there had connections or formed part for a short while of the Sarmatian group led by Farzoios and Inismeos
71
, especially since we consider it is possible they were the leaders of a heterogeneous Sarmatian group. Also, it is not excluded that the plaque with the tamga symbol from Dunaharaszti indicates, beside a series of artefacts and elements from within several archaeological finds 72 , the presence in the wave of Sarmatians entering the Great Hungarian Plain of individuals from the Sarmatian elites (Alani/Aorsi) settling the north-west Pontic area starting with mid 1st century AD
73
. Even though the ancient sources make no mention on the presence during the period referenced here of the Alani or Aorsi in the Great Hungarian Plain, this is possible, should we consider the likelihood of a mix of this elite with the Iazygian aristocracy from the northwest Pontic region. Regardless the reality, it is very likely, should we agree with this hypothesis, that the representatives of this elite played an important role in this wave, including militarily. The question rises in relation to the duration and influence of such elite. In the case of the tamgas, in the current state of research, it is known they do not continue on various objects also in the first half of the 2nd century AD. The same may be noted also in the case of other artefact classes from the finds ascribed to the so-called "golden horizon" 74 , carried and used in this space by the newcomers.
while their high number further evidence of systematic contacts between the nomads and sedentary peoples (for ampler analysis see VORONYATOV 2014). 68 BÂRCĂ 2014, 66 . This view was also expressed by E. Istvánovits and V. Kulcsár (ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2014, 222; ISTVÁNOVITS/KULCSÁR 2017, 246) .
69
The fact we are dealing with an individual from amongst the elites is supported by the fact that in the eastern Sarmatian environment objects with rendered tamgas come mainly from aristocratic graves and those of the wealthy individuals in the Sarmatian society. 70 Farkas, C., Kora szarmata sírok Füzesabony határában (Füzesabony-Kastély dűlő I). In: Petercsák, T., Váradi, 
